
Notes from April 2 - 2021 meeting

Two hearts by Phil Collins.
Combining data from multiple sources…
Connecting / combining records...

Talking Points
Lisa Repa: I am having issues with schools providing me the information I need to input.
Some do, most don't

Nam Lu: Thinking about the APR.

Jannah Tunney: (Michigan) When will we have access to SCRIBE to upload student data?
Previously told it was not ready for us yet.

Julie: Anyone thinking about the new competition.

Lisa Repa: hopefully soon (new competition). The excel spreadsheets won't ever upload
correctly for me... do you think it is b/c there is a cross issue with our KCP 4S?  I am always
having to put everything in manually.  Okay, b/c I have both GEAR UP and College Day under
my coordination.  Thank you!

Doug Reiter: Could we review how to pull the old APR report for student outcomes - to show
the course enrollment and course completion for the different courses other than pre-algebra
and algebra 1?

Lisa Repa: First year is this the same as the report we met for about KCP?  Or is this different?
Michigan GEAR UP will not be setup until summer.







Denise Salao: I would say No.

Good job Denise!  We agree with your response too.

This year's grant (for first year grants) shows different this year. All of the sections appear.
Historically, only the necessary sections appeared.

Now - the department has stated that you can submit - Not Applicable. Although the system
cannot use n/a for the data tables and you cannot leave them blank.  Also there is no way to
comment on a specific section.  Our suggestion is to comment on this in the narrative.

Lisa Repa: yes, lol it is a lot sometimes to take it all in



Mihaela Peteu: The services definitions do not match with the APR.

Julie: Every grant is experiencing this mismatch. Dept of Ed has given grants the flexibility to
omit this data.  The service tables have been granted immunity :) We suggest you find a way to
weave this data into the narrative.  Additionally, the changes were supposed to be temporary

Doug Reiter: I appreciate maintaining the students' confidentiality with compiling with FERPA.
What comes up occasionally, site coordinators tend to be sloppy about that.  Someone from the
team asked for students' names and State student Identifier. The data person put that in an
email.  Better way to do that is to go into SCRIBE and attachments.

Julie: Sharing of student information is a component of SCRIBE.  But you expect the same
level of compliance with your staff using emails etc… to share information.



Identified Surveys can link data to other values within SCRIBE (courses, services, etc…)



Submitting a Topic

https://tinyurl.com/TownHallTopicSubmission


